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Executive Summary 

On February 18th and 19th 2010, participants from Public 
Safety Canada and across the federal government gathered 
at the Government Conference Centre in Ottawa for Along and 
Beyond the Horizon, the Department's first policy retreat on 
medium-term thinking. Experts, organized into three panels, 
provided insight into how the changing dynamics within six 
themes may impact public safety and security: The Social 
Dimension; Culture & Religion; The Political Dimension; The 
Economic Dimension; Environment & Ecology; and Science 
& Technology. This proceedings report offers a summary 
of the main ideas presented and discussed at the retreat. 
However, the views reflected in presentations and participant 
discussions do not necessarily reflect those of Public Safety 
Canada or the Government of Canada. Convened under the 
Chatham House rule, the retreat had two primary objectives. 
First, it endeavoured to serve as an experimental forum 
for participants to examine critically drivers of change and 
'surprise' events that could affect the safety and security of 
Canadians over the next five to ten years. Second, it aimed 
to support and enhance current efforts to build medium-term 
policy capacity in the Department. 

In each theme, expert speakers provided participants 
with overarching narratives of their fields. In the Social 
Dimension, Canada's resiliency in the face of internal and 
external shocks will be tested in the uncertain context of 
rapidly shifting demographics. In addition, religious institutions 
will continue to adapt to meet the needs of Canadians and 
people across the world in the twenty-first century. On the 
political front, the growing political and economic strength 
of Asian states — particularly China — will present both 
challenges and opportunities for the Canadian government. 
Despite our relatively favourable economic performance 
during the recent global recession, a wide range of economic 
challenges remain, including an under-regulated housing 
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market. Further, environmental change will have profound
geopolitical, economic, social and legal consequences for both
Canada and the international system. In the field of science
and technology, Canada must invest in innovation to remain
competitive with other developed states, while ensuring
that research is supported by a well-educated workforce.
Participants followed these presentations with roundtable
sessions that considered a wide range of drivers of change
that could affect the safety and security of Canadians. A list of
`surprises' or shock events that could emerge was compiled
and refined based upon the findings from these groups. At
their last roundtables, participants analyzed the plausibility
and potential impact of these `surprises', as well as measures
that could mitigate their negative consequences.

Despite the valuable contributions of experts and
participants, the wide range of threats to Canadian security
could not be fully explored over the course of the two-day
retreat. To that end, some comments have been inserted to
provide greater clarity on the issues discussed by participants.
Instead of serving as an endpoint for discussion, this report
aims to foster further dialogue on the role and importance
of foresight analysis and medium-term policy thinking in the
Department.

Along and Beyond the Horizon: A Policy Retreat for Public Safety Canada



Introduction: Retreat Objectives

On February 181h and 19t1 2010, participants from
Public Safety Canada and across the federal government
gathered at the Government Conference Centre in Ottawa
for Along and Beyond the Horizon, the Department's first
policy retreat on medium-term thinking. The impetus for this
project began in 2009, when members of the Strategic Policy
Branch began plans to build medium-term policy capacity
and incorporate more foresight analysis in the work of the
Department. In the first stage of this undertaking, a literature
review was compiled with the goal of maintaining an up-to-
date document on trends and drivers of change shaping the
Canadian security environment. The second stage policy
retreat was designed to allow participants from Public Safety
Canada and several other federal government departments to
openly and freely contribute their own expertise to specially-
designed brainstorming exercises. Convened under Chatham
House rules, the retreat had two primary objectives. First, it
endeavoured to serve as an experimental forum for participants
to examine critically drivers of change and `surprise' events
that could affect the safety and security of Canadians over
the next five to ten years. Second, it aimed to support and
enhance current efforts to build medium-term policy capacity
in the Department.

The retreat began with a presentation that defined key
terms and outlined an analytical framework for approaching
medium-term policy development. Experts, organized into
three panels, provided insight into how the changing dynamics
within six themes may impact public safety and security.
The first of these panels considered 'the Social Dimension'
as well as the field of 'Culture and Religion'. The second
set of presentations focused on the Political and Economic
`Dimensions', while the final panel examined `Environment
& Ecology' in addition to `Science & Technology'. Following
each of the three panels, participants joined roundtables
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where they selected a driver of change from one of the two
themes covered, and analyzed its first-, second- and third-
order impacts. Additionally, participants identified `surprises'
that arose during their discussions; these events can be
considered "shocks" or unexpected changes. As groups
reported on their findings over the course of the event, a list
of `surprises' was compiled and refined in preparation for a
final roundtable exercise that considered how the federal
government could be better prepared to meet the challenges
ahead.

This proceedings report offers a summary of the
main ideas presented and discussed at the retreat. Views
reflected in presentations and participant discussions do
not necessarily reflect those of Public Safety Canada or the
Government of Canada. Moreover, the wide range of threats
to Canadian safety and security could not be fully explored
over the course of the two-day retreat. To that end, some
comments have been inserted to provide greater clarity on
the issues discussed by participants. Instead of serving as
an endpoint for discussion, this report aims to foster further
dialogue on the role and importance of foresight analysis as a
part of medium-term policy thinking in the Department.

Along and Beyond the Horizon: A Policy Retreat for Public 8afety Canada



Methodology and Framework 
for Analyzing Drivers of Change 

Without meaningful definitions and context-setting, 
foresight analysis can appear difficult to those unfamiliar with 
some of the concepts involved. To assist participants in their 
analysis of drivers of change, the six aforementioned themes 
were provided to serve as guideposts for discussion. Derived 
from the literature review on trends and drivers of change, 
conversations with expert presenters, as well as the Strategic 
Policy Branch's own brainstorming, these themes covered 
the wide spectrum of issues related to Canadian security 
while dividing it into manageable pieces. The retreat opened 
with a presentation that explained the process, including the 
roundtable activities, and provided participants with a clearer 
understanding of the importance of forecasting in medium-
term policy development. 

Most people unconsciously employ forecasting not 
only in their jobs but also in their daily lives. Our assumptions 
about the future play heavily into our decision-making 
process, as we attempt to prepare for the challenges and 
opportunities that we believe will emerge. We also regularly 
play out scenarios of important events, from job interviews to 
potential national emergencies, to determine how to develop 
successful strategies to achieve our desired outcomes. 

The opening presentation focused on the importance 
of strategic foresight, particularly - but not exclusively - for 
those at Public Safety charged with ensuring the security 
of Canadians. Key definitions were provided to participants 
to help them gain a better understanding of the vocabulary 
associated with forecasting. For instance, a driver of change 
was considered to be a force (or cluster of powerful or 
reinforcing forces) that alter a system or lead to discontinuity. 
The example of the collapse of the Soviet Union was cited as 
a largely unforeseen event that radically changed the global 
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security environment. Many states, including the United States
(US), were unprepared for such an event and it became clear
that some of the policies developed prior to the fall of the Soviet
Union demonstrated a lack of foresight. Other drivers may not
have as wide-ranging an impact; they can be the product of the
convergence of trends that amplify a force, altering Canada's
security environment. Many participants were unfamiliar with
the foresight methodology, and as a result this presentation
provided necessary guidance in this area. As a speaker noted,
participants had a wealth of expertise in a plethora of subject
matters that would be crucial in the roundtable discussions.
Terms and definitions were provided not to limit discussion,
but to facilitate collaboration and provide a common basis for
analysis and dialogue.

One of the concepts brought forward by this speaker
was the cone of plausibility. This concept purports that by using
current research on trends and drivers, it is possible to look
into the future and consider high-impact, low-probability events
that are nonetheless entirely plausible - in fact, more plausible
than one might assume. Participants were encouraged
to explore "the unexplored" and to avoid examining better-
known impacts of drivers. However, if the consequences
of such conspicuous drivers had not been fully developed,
participants could elaborate upon them. More importantly, the
`surprises' or `wildcards' that have not been considered are
often found in the second- and third-order consequences of
drivers of change. As the speaker concluded, they encouraged
participants to clarify their planning assumptions by validating
those that are credible, discarding those that are obsolete
and identifying those in need of further research. In doing so,
roundtables would be able to direct discussion towards the
important lesser-known effects that drivers may have on the
Canadian security environment.

Along and Beyond the Horizon: A Policy Retreat for Public Safety Canada
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Highlights from Expert Presentations
and Roundtable Discussions

Panel 1: The Social Dimension
and Culture & Religion

Canadian security is shaped not only by its domestic
sphere but also by an uncertain global environment. That
said, domestic policies can contribute heavily to a state's
ability to withstand `shocks' and uncertainty. Indeed, Canada
has a relatively strong history of resilience in the face of
governance challenges, evidenced by its effective preparation
for H1N1 that built upon lessons learned from experiences
with SARS in 2003. However, as a speaker noted, Canada
will face mounting social challenges in the coming years and
will have to manage a limited capacity to innovate relative to
other developed states.

Trends in urbanization have contributed to a growing
division in Canadian metropolitan areas, based primarily upon
wages. This could potentially lead to pockets of low-income
neighbourhoods more susceptible to criminal activities.
Furthermore, it is possible that violence could become
concentrated in specific areas, if this development leads to an
increase in ethnically or culturally-based gangs. In Toronto, for
instance, despite the fact that the ethno-cultural mix is rapidly
changing, it is possible to identify three geographic clusters of
"cities" with vastly different incomes and demographics. This
rising urban inequality raises several concerns from a public
safety perspective, particularly since it is the middle-income
areas that are in decline. Since the mid-1990s, Canada has
become less equal, with income gains concentrated at the top
one percent of society. It is important to consider that the more
relative equality in a society (equal opportunity at life chances),
the less likely its citizens are to commit crimes or postpone
their education. A speaker noted that given the rural-urban
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divide in Parliament and the federal government's relatively 
weak historical record of confronting urban problems, this 
situation may worsen as income polarization increases. ' 

A speaker also asserted that a country's resilience in 
the face of challenges is partly a product of its social fabric. 
From this perspective, recent studies showing that many 
visible minorities in Canada have low trust in others is a cause 
for concern. This could impact upon the willingness of some 
communities to support others during times of emergency. 

Another factor cited as undermining Canadian 
resilience is the country's substandard potential for innovation 
relative to other developed countries. The number of 
engineers and scientists emerging from Canadian universities 
is low compared to other developed states, and the innovative 
capacity that currently exists in Canada relies heavily on 
college graduates. While this is not necessarily negative, it 
sheds light on tensions between budget priorities. Though 
health care spending has grown enormously over the past 
decade or so, investment in education has remained relatively 
low. A speaker pointed out that equity in society is much more 
a product of education than health care, and argued that the 
former should become a greater priority. Those with higher 
levels of education tend to earn higher incomes and as a result 
are often healthier, which may help reduce future growth in 
health care spending. 

Concerns regarding health care spending are likely to 
heighten as Canada's population ages. Though our domestic 
demographic situation is not as dire as those of many other 
developed states, particularly in Europe, an older population is 
likely to consume more health care resources and exacerbate 
current spending trends. Furthermore, it is not difficult to 
consider how a reduction in fiscal resources could impact upon 
the federal government's ability to provide sustained funding 
for programs that improve safety and security. Indeed, current 
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trends in the social `dimension' that do not seem directly
related to ensuring public safety can, in fact, pose a threat
to Canadians by competing for limited financial resources in
the medium-term. With an aging population, it is likely that
health care spending will continue to increase, at the expense
of other programs and services.

One major `surprise' highlighted in the expert
presentations was the potential for the American economy to
decline significantly. In the context of the social 'dimension',
this could translate to increased polarization within U.S.
governing institutions and society, with potential spill-over
effects for Canada. There also remains the potential for'micro-
communities' created by social media to separate participants
from a normal social network. However, recent research is
beginning to demonstrate that these forms of media actually
re-enforce existing social networks.

When it comes to Canada's experiences with religion,
our secularized state is an exception when compared to the
experiences of most countries in the world. In Canada, religion
has come to be seen as a private form of expression that is
insignificant in the long term, though this is not necessarily the
case. As a speaker noted, religion remains important to many
Canadians and it is evolving to meet the needs of a changing
society. As an institution, it serves as a crucial form of support
to help manage risk. A theory known as the 'risk/trust' dialectic
suggests that people consider the range of risks they face in
life and respond by finding things to trust in as a way to cope,
identify, and respond to perceived risks. As globalization
reduces barriers to information and reduces the boundaries
of space and time, people are faced with a seemingly ever-
growing set of risks. This has fundamentally altered traditional
patterns of trust in society, contributing to more elastic or
fragmented identities. Throughout most of human history,
risks were individual and localized in nature (e.g. a farmer
worried about the day-to-day risks of crop failure). In our
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post-modern society, individuals now face high-consequence
risks such as the current global financial crisis, potential
pandemics, and international terrorism. This presents a major
problem: growing societal anxiety. Rationality has replaced
many domains previously dominated by morality, and though
this can be beneficial it also means that people may have
increasing difficulty coping with surprise events that have
significant moral consequences (e.g. 9/11).

As a result of these developments and more generally
of our shift towards a post-modern society, a speaker noted
that traditional institutions of religion are indeed declining.
They cited the example of a "global ummah" as a way religion
can evolve to give people purpose in life and provide stability.
These religious 'mutations' are likely to become increasingly
prevalent, particularly given Canada's immigration policy.
Already, second-generation immigrants are experiencing
forms of trans-nationalism that were previously unattainable:
these Canadians are suspended between two cultures and
identities, and they cannot choose only one to develop. They
are able to return to their country of origin, as well as maintain
familial and societal contacts abroad. In essence, these
Canadians are in two `worlds', without being fully part of either
one. From this perspective, the development of a non-ethnic
global vision of religious society can be seen partly as a coping
mechanism for people overwhelmed by broad processes
of globalization. Indeed, these processes are giving rise to
two opposing trends in identity. Personal and global forms of
identification are growing, which is altering past and current
conceptions of humanity. This development was observed at
the 2009 summit on climate change in Copenhagen, where
a myriad of national and international environmental groups
joined to protest as "global citizens."

1 Ummah refers to the community/nation of Muslims; it
can also serve to unite the Muslim diaspora across the globe
by referring to a shared community of believers.
Along andBeyond the Horizon: A Policy Retreat for Publfo Safety Canada



These developments are important from a security 
perspective. It is crucial for policymakers to understand that 
religion will respond to crises and 'surprises', even if these 
responses do not emerge from 'traditional' religious institutions. 
Groups with apocalyptic world views are likely to continue to 
be present in society, and they can become drivers of change 
if their reactions to world events are sufficiently large-scale. 
These groups can share several common aspects, which may 
raise concern for those charged with ensuring security: they 
often have a global focus, demonize enemies, set symbolic 
goals and targets, and rationalize failure to their followers to 
re-enforce beliefs. Terrorist organizations such as Al-Qaeda 
also fit this description. Though the number of followers 
remains relatively small, Al-Qaeda has clearly had a major 
impact on global security. 

One participant began by asking how many people at 
the retreat were born outside of North America. They asserted 
that as our society becomes increasingly diverse, Canada 
needs to broaden its perspective beyond its current Anglo-
Saxon focus. The first audience question for experts regarded 
the ability of our social fabric to handle a terrorist attack, noting 
that Canada does not have a history of terrorism, unlike many 
European states. They pointed to an often heard comment 
that the US over-reacted to September  11 th by excessively 
curbing civil liberties. A speaker responded that Canada's 
response to terrorism is likely to be different than the US, just 
as attacks in Spain and the United Kingdom precipitated a 
range of policies. They asserted that social networks in cities 
will be critical in determining our national reaction to such an 
emergency, asking rhetorically if diverse communities with few 
interactions will support each other in times of need. Another 
audience member commented that the lack of an overarching 
narrative to bring together the distinct sub-groups in Canadian 
society is problematic, and is likely to become more so as 
society becomes more diverse. 
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Roundtable Discussions

During roundtable discussions, it was clear that there
was strong interest in transnational identity and its impact upon
Canadian society. One table examined the growing number of
Canadians with the capacity to relate to and identify with more
than one culture. This group considered that this driver could
have negative effects, such as second-generation immigrants
feeling alienated from Canadian society, but also positive ones
since some might come to feel a greater sense of community.
One of the surprises that emerged from their discussion
was the idea that Canadians with multiple identities may not
be able to approach domestic policy as separate from the
international context.

Another group analyzed a similar driver: the increasing
trans-nationalism of culture, identity and religion. Again, this
driver of change was considered to have the potential for both
beneficial and negative impacts. Increased remittances from
Canadians with family abroad might contribute to a stronger
economy in their country of origin, but could also fuel conflict
in unstable regions. One could point to the fact that some
members of Canadian Sri Lankan communities provided
support to the organization the Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam (LTTE) as an example of such a problem. As Canadian
minority communities expand, they form small but important
voting blocs that influence policy decisions while engaging
in outreach activities. This group concluded by arguing that
trans-nationalism will become increasingly important from a
safety and security perspective, in part because it has the
potential to fundamentally alter Canadian culture, identity and
processes of institutional change.

The final roundtable analyzing trans-nationalism also
took a different path. One of the impacts they considered
was a potential rise in demand for alternative approaches
to law and governance in order to accommodate different
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social mores and values. From this perspective, Ontario's 
recent debate regarding the use of religious courts is likely to 
resurface in the near future. Similarly, growing diversity could 
force existing institutions of government to reform in order to 
remain relevant to emerging voices in the political landscape. 
Indeed, one of the surprises brought to light by this group 
was the possibility of more groups of Canadians holding anti-
democratic views inherited from their country of origin. 

Two roundtables discussed the mounting 
intergenerational divide over values. At one table, this driver 
was considered within the context of the changing Canadian 
cultural mix. Clashing values and feelings of alienation 
between generations, particularly between first- and second-
generation immigrants, could lead to identity crises for youth 
and a breakdown of their traditional family structures and 
institutions. As a second order impact, some youth could 
become susceptible to radical views. This group did not fall 
into the trap of only pursuing the negative implications of this 
development, and pointed out that people like Steve Jobs 
and Bill Gates, now popularly considered successful people, 
were considered "radical" thinkers in their early years. At 
another similarly-focused table, intergenerational inequality 
was selected as a driver. This group felt that this driver is 
influenced by unsustainable levels of social benefits, an aging 
population and its associated impact on program funding, as 
well as changing generational expectations of government. 
As Canada's population ages, it is possible that a stronger 
political voice will come from the elder section of the population, 
possibly leading to more pressure to increase funding to health 
care at the expense of other policy pressures. 

One group approached the subject of Canada's 
rapidly changing ethno-cultural mix by concentrating on its 
impact on governance and society. For this table, Canada's 
increasing income inequality could lead to greater polarization 
not only between 'have' and 'have-not provinces, but also 
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between urban and rural areas. In their view, region-specific
population growth could weaken provincial influence in favour
of municipalities that are more attuned to local concerns.
They also considered that Canada's immigration system
has favoured skilled workers, which may - if these skills are
properly recognized - place Canada in a better position to
increase productivity and innovation.

Another driver analyzed by participants was Canada's
aging population and its potential to apply profound fiscal
pressures and displace a range of government activities.
Health care costs will likely rise, as older people are likely
to consume more health resources. It is also likely that there
will be a major impact upon the labour force, which will be
smaller than ever before relative to the retired population.
This may mean that those joining the labour force now may
either have to work for longer periods of time over their life or
contribute more of their salaries to payforthe pensions ofother
Canadians. At the same time, further progress in research on
gerontology and biomedical technologies may result in order
to meet the needs of an older population. Crime patterns may
change alongside demographic shifts, and perceptions of
vulnerability among older citizens may increase the demand
for private policing and gated communities.

Finally, one roundtable approached the potential for a
hardening and narrowing of cultural and religious identities,
identifying increased global mobility, online community-
building and economic inequality as factors that may
contribute to this driver. This group noted that some migrants
may import grievances from their home countries, perhaps
leading to political mobilization and a growing influence on
domestic policies. Others might use technology to facilitate
involvement in criminal behaviour within culture-based
underground economies. In some ways, this can be observed
when considering that some organized criminal groups are
built around ethnic or national identities.
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Over the course of the first roundtable discussions
on the social dimension and culture and religion, several
shared perspectives emerged. First, participants expressed
concern for the divide between first and second-generation
immigrants, as well as how the latter would cope with dual
loyalties. Second, it was clear that participants felt that culture,
values, ideas and religion should be explored and discussed
more often in the context of public safety - and not only as
they relate to radicalization. Finally, several tables stressed
that many drivers of change often considered to have purely
negative implications also had the potential to contribute
positively to Canada's future.
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Panel 2: The Political 
and Economic 'Dimensions' 

When examining the political and economic 
'dimensions', it is essential to take a global rather than 
national perspective, because globalization continues to 
fundamentally alter the threats Canada faces. Furthermore, 
the past few decades have forced many in the West to re-
evaluate their vision of the international system and its role 
in development. Previous generations viewed international 
institutions as guideposts, and believed that liberal democracy 
and Western capitalism were the only sustainable policies 
for development and economic growth. The rise of Asia 
over the past few decades has undermined many of these 
assumptions. While Western states are still a powerful force 
in the international system, Asia — particularly South and East 
Asia - will continue to grow in prominence. Countries in these 
regions play a crucial role in the global economy through their 
massive output of goods and as such their importance to the 
global supply chain should not be understated. Among the 
most important of these states is China, which has achieved 
an average of approximately 9 percent growth in GDP over 
the past twenty-five years. This powerful economic growth is 
partly responsible for the Chinese government's self-confident, 
sophisticated actions on the international stage. 

The recent unprecedented expansion of the US' money 
supply has been buttressed by China, which has bought 
treasury bonds and underwritten America's burgeoning 
debt. From this perspective, Canada faces the 21st century 
in the context of a global power shift. China can no longer 
be considered an "emerging" economy — it will continue to 
play an increasingly important role in international affairs. One 
can contrast the American-led "Washington Consensus" with 
China's "Beijing Consensus." The former centres on individual 
political rights, human rights, democratic governance and 
free markets. In contrast, the latter focuses on social rights, 
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technocratic policy development, authoritarian governance
and an international policy of non-interference in `domestic
affairs'. Despite these differences, China has clearly benefited
from globalization and is unlikely to fundamentally question
its merits. Indeed, China is becoming more deeply imbedded
in regional and global supply chains, providing an incredible
range of goods and services. Rather, the Chinese government
may wish to reform international institutions that were created
by post-World War II world powers - during a time when China
was represented internationally by the Kuomintang (Chinese
National Party), which governed a territory that is now referred
to as Taiwan.

There are clear implications of China's increasing role
in the international system. However, Canada's relations with
China are immensely more complex than they are sometimes
portrayed in the media. For instance, Chinese business groups
have been courting First Nations groups to gain investment
opportunities, particularly in natural resources. In general, this
has not been widely discussed in academia, despite much
attention being focused on the growth of Chinese investment in
Africa and the consequences this may have for the continent's
democratic institutions. As our trade links with China expand,
Canada may face several new challenges including illegal
trafficking in humans or drugs, espionage, and the spread
of communicable diseases. Internationally, some developing
countries may choose to adopt China's governance model,
casting democratic values and individual rights aside in favour
of authoritarianism.

Yet there may also be tangible benefits for Canada
to be engaging with the Chinese government. Growing
focus on trade diversification is at least partly derived from
witnessing the astounding economic performance of Asian
states. Furthermore, improving bilateral ties with China could
produce joint initiatives to tackle shared priority issues. At
an international level, Chinese-led reform to the International
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Monetary Fund could empower indebted states to pursue
a range of policies, as well as reduce some of the lingering
stigma attached to the organization following high-profile
interventions in the 1980s and 1990s. While China's long-term
path cannot be determined fully, given rising domestic problems
over a range of issues from civil liberties to environmental
degradation, it is almost certain that its economy will continue
to expand significantly in the short-term. As a result, Canada
must be prepared to face a changing international environment
while China - and Asia - integrates further with the global
community.

Like most countries, Canada will continue to confront
the global recession, but it will also face other serious
medium-term challenges to economic stability. The Canadian
government has insured many new mortgages, while the
average household equity behind them is only about five
percent of the value of the asset compared to over fifty percent
only seven years ago. This means that when interest rates
rise - as they are very likely to do over the next few years -
there will be a substantial risk of housing market instability.
As a result of insurance provided to lenders by the Canadian
Mortgage and Housing Commission, Canadian taxpayers
will be left on the hook should homeowners default. Between
2007 and the first quarter of 2009, the Canadian government
backed about $120 billion worth of mortgages. Perhaps more
importantly, Canadian lenders were employing practices
similar to those used by American banks before the financial
crisis by packaging up mortgages as securities. These too have
been backed by government-provided insurance, meaning
that institutions issuing mortgages have a diminished need
for due diligence with respect to managing mortgage risk. In
essence, if a homeowner defaults on their mortgage payments
the banks will have their assets supported by the Canadian
government, and they therefore have little interest in ensuring
the price of the house remains stable. This means that when
interest rates rise there will be an increased risk of fraud and
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foreclosures. This speaker argued that despite government 
initiatives to provide more oversight2  and increase equity do 
not appear to sufficiently address these concerns. 

Aseparate threat to Canadian economic security comes 
from its integration with global markets. The global recession 
has placed enormous fiscal constraints on governments, 
particularly those in the developed world. Several European 
states have substantial GDP-to-debt ratios, and there is a 
possibility that one or more will default on bond payments. 
While Spain, Portugal, Iceland and Italy are all at risk, recent 
turmoil in Greece over austerity measures meant to rein in 1 
the government's deficit are proving to be a profound test of 
the European Union's institutional stability. If several of these 
countries default, investors would likely move their funds to 
safer markets, which could mean that incomes earned through 
illicit means may flow to 'safe' markets, including Canada. 

South of the border, the US government has presided 
over the largest increase in the monetary base in that country's 
history. If this spending is not contracted substantially before 
the economy returns to normal, it is very possible that inflation 
will rapidly grow. It is much easier for the Federal Reserve to 
expand the money supply than to contract it, and this is further 
complicated by the likelihood that economic recovery will 
take several years. How and when the American government 
decides to rein in spending will be of critical importance. 
Regardless of any further policy decisions made by the US, 
there will be ramifications for Canadian security. If the Canadian 
dollar appreciates relative to the US dollar, domestic criminal 
groups would be able to expand the quantity and range of 
their imports, such as illicit narcotics. 

2 	The federal government announced revised mortgage rules in 
February 2010, effectively changing the way debt servicing ratios are 
calculated, from the variable rate to the posted rate for a five-year term. 
Additionally, refinancing ratios changed from 95% of home value to 90%. 
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Finally, both domestic and international developments
have made several drug policy scenarios possible. First, if the
Taliban are victorious in Afghanistan and decide to maintain
opium production as a source of revenue, it is reasonable
to assume that heroin supplies would increase. Some of
this would inevitably reach Canadian shores. Second, there
is a possibility that California could legalize marijuana to
improve the state's dramatic fiscal deficit. In this case, the
US border may become even thicker as the American federal
government attempts to block cannabis imports from Canada,
with possible implications for Canada-US trade. Organized
crime might also prosper on both sides of the border in either
of these scenarios. If Canada, rather than California, were to
legalize marijuana the consequences would likely be similar.
Though both of these scenarios appear unlikely, the latter has
historical precedent in the form of alcohol prohibition.

A participant began the discussion by asking how
recent waves of immigration from Asia might affect Canadian
values. A speaker responded that the region actually faces
a paradox. As Asian states become more assertive in
international affairs, their arguments about values (such
as non-intervention, espoused most strongly by China) will
continue to grow in power. At the same time, Chinese citizens
are more likely to aspire to democratic values than citizens from
nearby democracies, such as Taiwan. As a final comment, the
speaker added that numerous Asian democratic institutions
exist; they merely operate differently than ours do. A second
participant commented that they have noticed an increased
arrogance displayed by the Chinese elite when they negotiate
with foreign states and diplomats. A speaker responded that
rather than becoming more arrogant, they believed Chinese
government officials were exercising more control over the
theatrical aspects of international affairs. They reminded
participants that China was once high in the global hierarchy,
and the Chinese Communist Party is trying to re-assert itself
and demonstrate a return to this status both regionally and
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globally. In fact, the rise of China is more than mere rhetoric
- it is a very real possibility that China will overtake Canada
as the US' largest trading partner. A final question focused
on whether the European Union can survive a debt crisis. An
expert replied that there is no mechanical reason why the Euro
cannot continue if Greece defaults. However, this individual
expressed strong concern that the `roadblocks' set up during
good economic times to prevent these types of crises have
not been followed during the global recession.
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Roundtable Discussions 

Over the course of the second roundtable exercise, 
participants demonstrated interest in a wide range of potential 
security threats. Two groups focused on the impact that growing 
debt could have on Canadian security, but each approached 
the subject from different perspectives. The first table furthered 
discussion on a driver derived from the expert presentation 
on economics: the consequences of deep consumer debt 
combined with rising interest rates. Participants identified 
personal bankruptcy as a clear first order economic impact, 
but the second order impacts were far broader. As more 
Canadians declare bankruptcy, altered or worsening crime 
patterns may result, along with higher levels of substance 
abuse, decreased tax revenue, and an increased prevalence 
of xenophobic views. Other consequences of this driver could 
have major long-term implications for Canada. Entrepreneurs 
may be unable to gain funding for start-up businesses, which 
would likely affect our ability to compete and innovate. Students 
unable to cope with higher loan payments could postpone or 
abandon higher education, reducing Canada's human capital. 
Building upon earlier expert presentations that pointed out 
the importance of funding education, this group also asserted 
that reduced access to post-secondary studies would likely 
contribute to greater inequality and elitism. In essence, the 
increased levels of personal bankruptcy resulting from higher 
interest rates would profoundly affect multiple levels of 
Canadian society and the economy. 

The second group approaching the topic of debt focused 
not on the individual, but on the impacts of a debt crisis emerging 
in the US. An obvious factor making this a driver is Canada's high 
level of integration with the US economy. A debt crisis in the US 
could profoundly affect that country's medium-term economic 
stability, and this would spill over into Canada. Areas of Canada 
that are highly dependent on the US economy might face 
severe economic downturns that force individuals and families 
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to migrate to other regions of the country. This in turn could
place pressure on communities and institutions to adapt and
support internal migrants. Demand for government programs
might also increase just as the government loses revenue from
reduced employment. Canada's dependence on the US would
likely be called into question during a US debt crisis, possibly
alongside greater polarization of internal political debates. As
previous roundtables noted, a surprise that could emerge during
a period of economic turmoil in Canada is severely weakened
Federal-Provincial-Territorial (FPT) relations, particularly as
impacts would likely be unevenly distributed.

Several roundtables that focused on drivers in the
political dimension also approached them from a range of
perspectives. One group focused on the growing absence of
rule of law in fragile states, arguing that this might provide space
for non-state actors involved in criminal or terrorist activities.
This table discussed the potential for some immigrants to
import negative beliefs based upon their experiences in their
countries of origin, such as a distrust of law enforcement and
security agencies. This may not be limited to migrants arriving
from fragile states, but it does highlight that the Canadian
government may need to reach out to new communities in
order to foster trust. Additionally, the Canadian government
could come under increased pressure to provide foreign aid to
states with relatively large diaspora communities. On the one
hand, this could help focus aid projects on areas with direct ties
to Canada. On the other, it might undermine our international
presence by shifting funding away from our traditional partner
countries.

Instead of beginning their focus on the absence of the
rule of law, another group focused their attention on the rise
of non-state actors in poorly governed regions. If these actors
are criminal in nature, they could exploit natural resources
using unsustainable and potentially dangerous methods. The
governments in these countries could confront these groups,
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foment instability and — if it cannot maintain order — contribute 
to increased refugee movements. Alternatively, these 
criminal non-state actors could corrupt the state, providing 
the necessary spaces of impunity for terrorists to operate in. 
While these scenarios might appear extreme, these situations 
are common in several parts of the world. In many countries 
in Africa, such as the Central African Republic, Liberia, and 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), national 
governments have almost no capacity to maintain law and 
order. In the case of the DRC, large deposits of natural 
resources helped fuel the growth of small armed groups that 
contributed to one of Africa's largest wars. Today, these groups 
continue to threaten Canadian-supported United Nations 
peacekeepers and overall regional stability. Though this may 
not affect Canada directly, it is important for the government 
to consider the broader impact of weak states on our security 
environment. Interestingly, this roundtable group concluded 
that the government should consider reviewing its domestic 
policies to place them in line with emerging international 
issues. In doing so, the Canadian government might be more 
prepared to meet future threats. 

The final roundtable shifted the retreat's focus back 
to the domestic sphere by analyzing the consequences of 
economic restructuring. This driver focused on the shifting 
composition of the labour market, which has been accelerated 
by the global recession and trends in globalization. One of 
the major first-order impacts this group discussed was that 
conditions of employment were radically changing. Younger 
generations are now likely to receive short or medium-term 
contracts as opposed to indeterminate employment. This in turn 
might translate into reduced job stability for newer workers, as 
well as lower loyalty to employers. Some participants asserted 
that this could be beneficial, since contracts allow workers to 
earn skills from a variety of jobs, often at higher wages than 
they might receive at indeterminate employment. In contrast, 
other group members argued that contracts often contain no 
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access to benefits or pensions, and that in the long run this
will have a largely negative impact. Nevertheless, there was
strong agreement that as jobs in manufacturing industries
decline and levels of education increase, there will be greater
labour mobility that might make it easier for employers across
Canada to attract workers. This might counteract some of the
negative consequences of economic restructuring, especially
over the medium-term.

At the second series of roundtable discussions, groups
analyzed a wide range of subjects. It was clear that the issues
related to sovereign and personal debt, as well as broader
changes in the international system were considered important
to the safety of Canadians, especially over the medium-term.
Over the course of this session's discussions, a number of
participants observed that international developments have
the potential to alter Canada's security environment at a
fundamental level. As a result, they should be taken into
account by policymakers.
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Panel 3: Environment & Ecology
and Science & Technology

Throughout history, there has been a strong tendency
to build critical infrastructure in specific environments with
little or no consideration given to how the landscape around
it might change. For instance, defence fortifications always
took into account access to a water supply, regardless of their
time of construction. This reflected a time when environmental
conditions could be considered largely stable. However, it is
becoming increasingly the case that environmental change
will fundamentally alter this reality, and force planners to
take into account new variables that were once considered
constants. Since the middle of the 20th century, the global
population has grown enormously, and this has had, and
will continue to have, major impacts. Humans have altered
their physical environment in a variety of ways, from building
cities and towns on floodplains to unsustainably extracting
groundwater. The world's cities - most of which are increasing
in size every year - are embedded in, and dependent on,
environmental 'catchment' areas. This includes agricultural
regions surrounding the urban area, as well as the water
sources used to ensure food security. As one of the world's
largest countries, Canada will face considerable challenges
from environmental change over the medium-term.

Environmental change is also a factor that will be a
critical component to future government decision-making.
Freezing and thawing cycles will likely increase in frequency
and amplitude as our winters become warmer. In the Arctic,
where these effects will be most pronounced, this will
lead to reduced permafrost layers, placing buildings and
transportation networks in danger. Countries such as Russia
and China have already built several icebreaking ships,
while Canada's capacity to patrol and control the Northwest
Passage is adequate but limited. In addition, extreme weather
events are likely to occur more often and with greater intensity.
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For instance, massive flooding in the United Kingdom in 2007 
led to landslides, large-scale flight cancellations and major 
infrastructural damage that ended up costing about $3 billion 
dollars. In the past this kind of event was considered extremely 
rare, and yet it happened again in 2009. 

As Hurricane Katrina demonstrated, even the most 
advanced states can be devastated by natural disasters. 
The city of New Orleans is located in a major hurricane zone, 
and Katrina itself was only a Category 3 storm (as opposed 
to the largest size, Category 5). Despite this, the city was 
poorly prepared to handle the storm and as a result Katrina 
had severe consequences. In part, this was the result of 
government policies that failed to take into account the impact 
of human activity on the environment. One example of such 
compromised policy is the National Flood Insurance Program 
in the US, which essentially provides the means for people 
to live in areas with such a high risk of floods that private 
companies refuse to insure them. 

Katrina also affected the global economy, causing 
a spike in oil prices as a result of production shortfalls in 
the Gulf of Mexico. This highlights some of the growing 
environmental problems for the energy industry. Low-lying 
areas, where many oil and gas installations are situated, 
will be under significant threat as environmental change 
alters the landscape they were built to withstand. Examples 
include the Niger Delta, a region already facing political and 
economic instability, and the Jamnagar Refinery in India — one 
of the largest in Asia. Renewable resources, such as hydro-
electricity, will also confront new challenges. Hydroelectric 
dams are constructed with the assumption that water supply 
will be relatively predictable and constant. As winters become 
warmer, early unforeseen flooding could cause serious 
damage. Alternatively, dams may be forced to halt energy 
production if water supplies diminish during hotter summers. 
In recent decades it has become difficult to find locations to 
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build new nuclear power plants, and as a result they are often
simply built on the sites of previous plants. Like other energy
producing facilities, their location is critical to their production
and endurance: vast amounts of water are required to cool
their reactors. These energy concerns are not to suggest
that the impact on all production facilities will be profound or
uniform. However, it is clear that environmental change will
force governments to consider another set of variables in
contingency and forward planning.

Another concern about environmental change focuses
on its consequences for global legal infrastructure. UNCLOS
(United Nations Convention on the Law of the Seas) allows
states to have a 200-mile exclusive economic zone (EEZ) that
is derived from coastlines or islands. For instance, the border
between Cuba and the US is drawn from the Florida Key West
Islands, which are mostly small sandbars at high risk of falling
below sea level in the coming years. If these islands disappear,
there are no precedents for how to proceed. Technically, the
Cuban-US border would have to be re-evaluated, giving a
larger portion to Cuba. Yet that seems extremely unlikely.
The Maldives, a country made up of a series of islands in the
Indian Ocean, is also at an extreme risk of losing much of its
territory. If their islands fell below sea level, what would this
mean for the Maldivian people or for its government? Would
other states be able to claim its former EEZ as their own,
or would the Maldives' former territory become international
waters? These references are more than just theoretical.
Numerous island-states are at high risk of disappearing. At
present, our legal infrastructure is constructed around the
idea that borders will remain constant. That assumption can
no longer be made.

When it comes to science and technology, Canada
is using the structures of yesterday, and employing today's
methods to develop strategies for tomorrow. In essence,
Canada is lagging behind much of the developed world when
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it comes to our capacity to innovate. The problem is not so
much the fields of science and technology, but policies that
inhibit their growth. As a result of profound technological
developments over the past several decades, the world has
created vast 'networks of networks' that are subject to varying
degrees of disruption as a result of their interdependence.
This interdependence is part of what has made our world
resilient in the face of change, though it has also created new
risks. Instead of trying in vain to eliminate these risks, Canada
should attempt to minimize them by creating safety nets to
absorb future `shocks'. In part, this means developing policy
that empowers communities as well as rewards both innovation
and creative participation in the development of new and
advanced technologies. If the government acts as a barrier to
innovation as opposed to an enabler, future generations may
question why they pay taxes to the government as opposed
to other agencies or bodies conducting innovative research
and whom they perceive as being more modern, successful,
and relevant.

Both the pace of innovation and transparency can be
considered major drivers of change in the field of science and
technology. In particular, the latter raises several questions
about Canada's future in the medium-term. Will we turn our
'open' society into a corporate-led IT system? Will we make
our society safer using the expertise of our citizens, or will
we make it safer from a top-down approach? These issues
are tied more broadly to questions about anonymity, identity
and regulation in an online world. Presently, there are no
organizations with the power to regulate information on the
internet, and as a result it is vulnerable to manipulation. At
the same time, improved access to information must be the
cornerstone of education. The Canadian government should
therefore aim to facilitate transparency while ensuring minimal
disruptions or manipulation.
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Another issue relevant to both science and technology 
is that of the disequilibrium between humanity and nature. 
By deploying a range of technologies (e.g. smart grids, wind 
power, etc.), Canada could make major strides towards 
reducing its carbon emissions. One speaker asserted that 
these carbon-reducing technologies already exist, and that 
the challenge for the government is to ensure that they are 
employed to their fullest possible extent. 

Several surprises could emerge over the medium-term. 
First, science and technology may not be able to meet future 
challenges in part due to poor policy frameworks. Second, 
present measurements of growth could be fundamentally 
altered to account for the impact of development on the 
environment. This speaker pointed out that a focus on 
efficiency is not necessarily the right means of enabling 
societies to use resources productively. By ignoring our impact 
on the environment, some may argue that long-term damage 
being caused is being understated. 

One participant asked speakers if Canada's warning 
time was increasing alongside our vulnerabilities, or if there was 
an imbalance between the two. In response, a speaker pointed 
out that Canada's SOS networks are organized so that local 
actors do not have the capacity to rapidly share information 
with higher levels of government. They asserted that public 
policy in this area may need to be revised to improve the lines 
of communication between different levels of government. 
Another participant directed their question towards the role 
that insurance companies play in environmental policy. A 
speaker responded that insurers can be helpful when it comes 
to shaping sustainable development policy because they 
have a strong incentive to reduce their risk. They posited that 
the problem is more that some governments choose politically 
expedient policies (e.g. national flood insurance in the US) 
that undermine sustainable development. 
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Roundtable Discussions

At roundtables focused on the theme of environment
and ecology, a range of topics were considered. One group
analyzed the impacts of increases in extreme and sudden
environmental disasters or disruptions. In their discussion,
they pointed to inappropriate planning and regulations, a bias
in favour of short-term economic growth, and interdependent
critical infrastructure as factors that contribute to the driver.
From a global perspective, extreme environmental disasters
could trigger large-scale uncontrolled movement of people,
especially in impoverished countries. If the number of people
fleeing a disaster-affected area is sufficiently high, there is a
greater likelihood of national or regional instability. As a third-
order impact, the Canadian government could face growing
demands for foreign disaster-relief assistance, placing further
pressure on fiscal resources.At home, environmental disasters
or disruptions would also be likely to strain government
resources, but they could also demonstrate the importance of
investing in disaster mitigation and emergency preparedness.
If public sentiment shifts towards greater support for such
projects, appetite to build more resilient infrastructure and
enhance long-term economic resilience might increase. One
surprise that this group identified is the potential for increased
public support for military funding, if they are seen as capable
but under-resourced responders to national and international
emergencies. Another unanticipated consequence that
could emerge is that developing countries become more
disaster-resistant as the result of shared local technologies.
As a speaker noted, India has already put locally-developed
technologies to use in the prevention of erosion.

At a second table, participants chose to focus on
increased shipping traffic through the Arctic caused by rising
temperatures in Northern Canada. They asserted that Canada
would need to increase its security presence in the region, while
strengthening ties with Inuit communities to foster economic
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and social development. It might also need to compliment 
these efforts by supporting further infrastructure investments. 
At the same time, it will be important to understand what 
would constitute a violation of Canadian territorial sovereignty. 
Furthermore, it may become more important for Canada to 
strengthen bilateral ties and forums for discussion with Russia, 
Denmark, Norway and other countries with Arctic territory. 
As environmental change brings previously inaccessible 
resources within reach, it is also possible that tensions will 
arise between the public and private spheres. This group 
raised key questions that may come to the forefront: how 
will the government deal with issues related to Aboriginal 
self-government as it pursues greater control over Arctic 
waterways? What will the role of the Canadian government 
be in providing or facilitating infrastructure investment (i.e. 
will spending be public or private)? Many of these questions 
will require clear responses from the Canadian government, 
especially over the next decade. 

Another roundtable on environment and ecology 
considered the impact of major water security problems in the 
US. This group discussed the role that inputs such as population 
growth, water table depletion and pollution of existing water 
sources played in contributing to this driver. Like other groups, 
they saw the consequences of this environmental concern as 
multidimensional. Particularly on the West Coast of the US, 
water shortages could force a rise in price that could see 
water become a less accessible resource for the working 
class. Moreover, in this same area agricultural output could 
plummet rapidly, perhaps precipitating a regional economic 
crisis or increased demand for Canadian agricultural products. 
The US government may require new regulations for water-
scarce areas, which could lead to enforcement problems and 
civil disobedience. In Canada, provinces may disagree as 
to whether or not water should be treated as a commodity, 
causing inter-provincial relations to suffer. While these events 
are not necessarily likely, they highlight this group's concern 
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that too little is being done to promote alternative water
technologies and improve management on existing supplies
to prevent future problems.

The growing pervasiveness of cyberspace was
analyzed by a group examining drivers in science and
technology. Over the course of their discussion, this table
fleshed out several potential impacts, including the increasing
risk of identity theft and other online criminal activity.
In particular, participants expressed concern regarding
the availability of dangerous information, such as bomb
construction techniques. They observed that as our society
and institutions become more embedded in cyberspace, the
threat of cyber-warfare is likely to increase. The dearth in online
censorship may provoke some governments to increase their
monitoring and surveillance of online activities. A potential
surprise emanating from this discussion was that financial
networks embedded in cyberspace could become targets of
cyber attacks that significantly disrupt economic activity. Given
what this group considered to be an "over-reliance on, and
over-confidence in, cyberspace", such attacks might have as
yet uncertain widespread implications.

In a departure from issues normally associated with this
theme, two groups chose to focus their attention on the limited
capacity of social processes to manage rapid scientific and
technological changes, albeit from different perspectives. At
one table, factors making this a driver included the fact that our
governance institutions were deliberately designed to change
slowly while technology is meant to do the exact opposite. As
a result of these factors, this driver may lead to a breakdown
in trust between citizens and institutions, as the former come
to see the latter as unable to keep pace with change and
ensure their future security. In essence, a growing gap could
emerge between what citizens expect of their government and
the services that they actually receive. This group considered
current S&T innovation policies to be inadequate, and posited
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that policymaking in this field may be outsourced to the
private sector. At the second table approaching this driver,
participants explored other implications. They speculated that
institutional decision-making will likely become even more
untraceable. They provided email conversations and online
documents as examples of technological developments that
make re-constructing decision-making processes much more
difficult. In addition, this group worried that some important
S&T policy decisions could be made by persons unfamiliar
with the newest technological advances. Furthermore, the
expansive array of information available online might lead
to a deterioration of problem-solving and communications
skills, as exchanges become based on `facts' rather than
ideas. In essence, these two tables focused their attention
on the impact of rapid science and technological changes on
governing institutions and Canada's ability to manage social
transformation.

During the third roundtable session, participants again
branched out into several subject areas within each theme.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, several groups focused on Canadian
Arctic sovereignty. However, they did so by identifying policies
and initiatives that Canada may need to take in orderto improve
its capacity and visibility in the region. Other tables tackled
the growing threat of high-impact environmental disasters or
disruptions, and like others examining the environment and
ecology theme determined that the Government of Canada
could face greater fiscal strain related to environmental
problems. In the field of science and technology, participants
highlighted the benefits and risks of our reliance on
cyberspace, as well as our limited capacity for innovation. In
doing so, these groups offered valuable insight into the kinds
of strategic foresight that will become increasingly important.
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Roundtable Discussion of `Surprises'

At this stage in the retreat, participants joined their
fourth roundtable to examine `surprises'that may emerge over
the medium-term. Groups were asked to consider how the
government might need to change or adjust in order to tackle
the "surprise" they chose to examine. Using a list derived
and refined from earlier roundtable sessions, participants
chose from the list, identified the probability of the surprise,
its significance, possible policy solutions and - perhaps
most importantly - signals that could assist policymakers in
determining if this surprise will in fact become reality.

While a range of `surprises' were analyzed, a few
roundtables selected topics related to Canada's changing
identity that clearly provoked discussion during earlier
exercises. For instance, two tables examined the possibility
of individuals holding multiple citizenships and using them
when it suits their needs. One group argued that multiple
identities can be both useful and problematic. They worried
that citizenship might become (or continue to be) a commodity
to some Canadians, and that this had a high probability of
occurring in the medium-term. Passport `abuses' could
have wide-ranging implications, from national security to
law enforcement and border management. The Toronto 18
trial and the controversy surrounding the evacuation of non-
resident Canadian-Lebanese citizens were cited as evidence
that this surprise might already be emerging. To improve
Canada's capacity to tackle this challenge, this roundtable
argued that there should be greater information-sharing
between government departments both domestically and
internationally. In addition, the government may need to re-
evaluate some of its citizenship and immigration policies to
ensure that they serve our values of equality and fairness.

A second table approached this topic from a different
perspective, and in doing so provoked a discussion between
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several participants. In part, this group wondered what 
Canada's obligations would be to dual citizens and how 
government agencies could take this into account. They 
pointed out that more research is required, but that work 
being done by organizations such as Metropolis can assist 
policymakers. In a suggestion similar to the previous group, 
this table asserted that the government should increase its 
capacity to monitor and share information on the travel habits 
of Canadians with multiple residencies. This would not be 
designed to restrict dual citizens, but to build an evidence base 
for future policymaking. This group's presentation sparked a 
larger discussion at the retreat. One participant agreed that the 
concept of dual citizenship will become increasingly important 
in a changing Canadian society, and that Canadians may need 
to broaden traditional understandings of identity as a result. In 
response, another person pointed out that dual citizens are 
still citizens of Canada. They argued that with enhanced policy 
our government can benefit from these dual citizens' ability to 
reach out to non-traditional allies and project a positive image 
of Canada abroad. Following further discussion, another 
participant asked where Canada could draw the line between 
fairness and equality for dual citizens. They wondered how 
the country might react to the prospect of a Prime Minister 
or high-ranking military official holding multiple citizenships. 
A final participant observed more broadly that debates on this 
issue often focus on negative aspects of dual citizenship. They 
built upon earlier comments by citing Canadian-Ukrainians 
participating in that country's recent democratic election as 
a concrete example of how dual citizenship can benefit both 
countries. 

Another group considered the potential impacts of 
a small but significant number of new Canadians holding 
anti-democratic views. This table discussed events they felt 
were indicators of this surprise, including the links between 
some Somali-Canadians and one of that country's terrorist 
organizations, Al-Shabaab. However, there were two clear 
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perspectives on this issue. On the one hand, participants
worried that the internet facilitates the discussion and
promotion of anti-democratic values and radical beliefs. On
the other hand, the reaction to this - in the form of xenophobia
and extreme-right fundamentalism - could also threaten
Canadian security. Two broad policy initiatives were put
forward in light of these developments. First, Public Safety
Canada could provide more resources for outreach programs
to maintain an open dialogue with new communities. Second,
the Government of Canada could more broadly engage with
youth, especially second-generation immigrants who may feel
strained by dual loyalties. While it is impossible to prevent
some Canadians from holding radical or anti-democratic
beliefs, this group felt that by combining further research with
local initiatives, the Canadian government could improve its
ability to engage with new communities.

This discussion links both directly and indirectly to
two groups' analyses of the potential for increased political
engagement of youth. Part of the justifications given for
considering this issue were the largely positive impact this
might have in a range of Public Safety activities. Increasing
youth engagement can come in several forms, including
joining traditional political parties, or lobbying alongside
advocacy groups and NGOs. Over time, providing young
Canadians with opportunities to shape the Canadian political
landscape could produce tangible benefits, such as preventing
crime and reducing incarceration rates. As generations grow
up using a range of new, sophisticated technologies, their
innovative skills could serve policy development in a number
of fields, from protecting critical infrastructure to ensuring
cyber security. At one table, the probability of this `surprise'
becoming real was deemed low, though it could increase if
improvements are made to civic and political education and
more opportunities are provided for youth to engage with
parliament. At the second table, the likelihood of this event
occurring was somewhere between moderate and high. This
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group also suggested that a whole-of-government approach 
should set out to understand youth interests and priorities. 
Further, increased online government initiatives were cited as 
evidence of the emergence of this surprise. Despite coming to 
different conclusions about this surprise, both groups felt that 
greater political engagement by youth would benefit Canada 
and, perhaps as a result, its ability to ensure public safety and 
security. 

In response to these roundtables, several participants 
engaged in a lively exchange. A commentator asserted 
that the whole premise of government engaging more with 
youth was incorrect. In their view, youth already have been 
engaging with politics through online communities and it is 
up to the government to listen and take some of their views 
into account. Another participant voiced similar views, arguing 
that technology has allowed younger generations to shift 
away from traditional political involvement towards grassroots 
online initiatives. 

When a group chose as their surprise the risk of 
higher rates of mental illness due to a lack of real-life social 
connectivity, participants engaged again in significant debate. 
This group surmised that the development of "virtual lives" 
in cyberspace entailed changes in normal patterns of social 
behaviour, values and ethics. They pointed to suicides 
resulting from cyber-bullying and child luring as serious 
concerns. Further, they argued that the government should 
conduct more research into the problems currently being 
observed to determine how to prevent them from occurring. 
The first commenter concurred with the group that policies on 
the possible links between cyberspace and mental illness will 
become increasingly relevant. However, a second participant 
contested the group's claims. They asserted that this driver is 
based on public misperceptions resulting from initial studies 
on Internet users that raised alarms regarding depression and 
isolation. In fact, they contended that recent longitudinal studies 
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have shown that people involved in online communities are
also more likely to become involved in their local community.
In essence, this commenter argued that there is a continuity
between what people do online and what they do offline.

At two roundtables, participants considered the low-
probability but high-impact potential of the US gaining high
levels of economic influence in the Arctic. To counteract this
surprise, one group asserted that Canada needed to increase
its presence in, and policy on, the Arctic. This would entail
investing in human capital and communities in the North, as
well as improving law and border enforcement in the region.
The second table took a similar approach, contending that
Public Safety and its portfolio should work alongside other
relevant departments to provide a multifaceted government
presence in the Arctic. These groups shared the view that
the federal government must become more engaged with
stakeholders, including Aboriginal communities and Canadian
businesses. Moreover, participants at both tables argued that
commercial or military ships passing through the Northwest
Passage without Canadian permission and a military build-
up by other Arctic states might signal the emergence of this
surprise.

Following the presentation of these groups' discussions,
other participants offered several interesting comments. The
first person to voice their views disagreed with the premise
of the surprise, and argued that the US has not contested
Canadian sovereignty in the North. Instead, they questioned
Canada's claim to control the Northwest Passage, which
makes sense for them given their goal to ensure efficient free
trade and smooth military operations. This puts the U.S. in
a "catch-22" in which they defend the idea of the Northwest
Passage as an international strait for strategic gain, but can
only guarantee strategic benefit by ensuring the Northwest
Passage is deemed an international strait. In response, another
participant averred that international law supports Canadian
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sovereign control over the Northwest Passage, regardless of
claims made by the US. They pointed out that if the real issue
for the US is strategic in nature, their best option would be
to publicly support Canada's position and earn a negotiated
deal with the federal government. Alternatively, if the U.S.
administration's concerns are largely commercial, they would
maintain a firm position in favour of an international strait -
since many U.S. ships fly foreign "flags of convenience." A
final commentator observed that while Northern Canada does
raise some commercial interests, there is no reason to start a
full-scale dispute with other parties. Instead, because states
will not always act rationally, leadership should be provided
with clear and measurable policy on the Arctic region.

At one of the few tables to analyze a 'surprise' from the
Political Dimension, discussion focused on the emerging multi-
polar world. In particular, this group selected the rejection of the
Western liberal democratic model of governance and economic
planning. This surprise was derived from the idea that China's
diverging approach to participation in the international system is
giving rise to major differences in international norms, law, and
policy. According to this roundtable, Canada should improve its
understanding of other cultures and perspectives, particularly
those of advanced developing states that are likely to play
a greater role in world affairs. By engaging with these states,
Canada may be able to build non-traditional alliances in areas in
which there is common ground.

Two groups analyzed the potential for major strains
in FPT (Federal-Provincial-Territorial) relations as the
result of environmental concerns. Considering Canada's
unequal geographical distribution of national resources,
this group believed that resource availability could affect
intergovernmental relations. Moreover, the range of policies
and interests at various levels of governments could lead to
competition rather than cooperation, making the formation of
common Canadian approaches to environmental regulation
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more difficult. Both roundtables offered similar solutions, 
generally focusing on reinforcing the Canadian federation 
to promote information-sharing between Departments 
linked to emergency management. They also argued that 
environmental concerns should be further incorporated into 
emergency management planning, and that scenarios should 
be developed in concert with provinces, territories and local 
communities to improve intergovernmental coordination. 

Participants approached a wide spectrum of issues 
during roundtable discussions on potential 'surprises'. The goal 
of this exercise was not necessarily to predict future events 
with certainty, but to determine how Public Safety Canada and 
its partners might improve current policy to mitigate potential 
disruptions. As in earlier exercises, participants expressed 
particular interest in issues related to terrorism, Canada's 
changing identity, and Arctic sovereignty. Though many of 
these surprises might not emerge, or at least not in the exact 
form depicted in this report, they highlight the likelihood that 
the Government of Canada will confront increasingly complex 
domestic and global situations in the coming years. The test 
for Public Safety Canada will be adapting to, and planning for, 
this uncertain security environment to ensure the continued 
safety of Canadians. 
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Conclusions

As Public Safety Canada's first retreat on strategic
foresight, Along and Beyond the Horizon can be considered a
successful first step towards greater incorporation of medium-
term thinking into Departmental policy development. The retreat
was designed as an experimental forum for policymakers in
the Department and across the federal government to engage
with drivers of change and 'surprises' that could affect the
safety and security of Canadians. Canada faces an uncertain
global environment in which events occur rapidly, some without
warning. While no examination of the future can ensure full
accuracy, this retreat highlighted the importance of identifying
issues of concern that could be mitigated by preventative policy
development.

In each theme, speakers provided participants with
overarching narratives in their fields of expertise. In the Social
Dimension, Canada's resiliency in the face of internal and
external shocks will be tested in the uncertain context of rapidly
shifting demographics. In addition, religious institutions will
continue to adapt to meet the needs of Canadians and people
across the world in the twenty-first century. On the political front,
the growing political and economic strength of Asian states and
China in particularwill present both challenges and opportunities
for the Canadian government. Despite our relatively favourable
economic performance during the recent global recession, a
wide range of economic challenges remain including an under-
regulated housing market. Further, environmental change will
have increasingly visible geopolitical, economic, social and
legal consequences for both Canada and the international
system. In the field of science and technology, Canada's ability
to innovate is weak relative to other developed states and it
must foster a climate in which research is funded sufficiently
and supported by a well-educated workforce.
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Following expert presentations, participants engaged 
a variety of subjects and contributed valuable insight into the 
types of issues the Department may face in the coming years. 
By bringing together a range of expertise and backgrounds, 
the retreat offered intriguing analyses from a wide range 
of perspectives. This report aimed not only to capture 
speaker presentations and participant discussions, but also 
to contribute to Public Safety Canada's ongoing process of 
improving Departmental medium-term policy development. To 
build upon the retreat's exercises and content, the Strategic 
Policy Branch has committed to developing a document 
detailing the major drivers of change affecting public safety 
and security in the next 5-10 years. Furthermore, it will consult 
with members of the Department to explore and develop future 
initiatives and advance the thinking begun at this retreat. 
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Annex

Refined List of Surprises, Derived from
Roundtable Discussions

Culture and Religion
- Individuals that hold multiple state identities use them

when it suits them

- Implications for identity of virtual communities that lend
themselves to a more anonymous expression of views?

- Rise of culture-based underground economies

- Shift from diaspora communities to diaspora
individuals

- Expanding individual expression
(lawless or more free society)

Social
- Changes to criminal law as people age and become

less accommodating

- Expression of innovation will change due to changing
ethnic composition of population (with different
outcomes in different urban centres)

- New social cleavage related to ethnic composition
challenges federal, provincial and territorial socio-
political space

Corresponding decline in domestic innovation
to decline in Canada's international presence

Lack of innovation leads to radicalization or threats
to security
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- Increase in the political engagement of the younger
generation

- Falling crime rates and increase in intergenerational crime

Economic
- Further decentralization of government

- Annexation of Alberta, BC and the Territories to the
US

Secure supply chain globally

Experience with restorative justice/alternative
measures creates new and unique international
alliances and repositions our status in foreign affairs

Policy development to tax all Canadians regardless of
country of residence

Unemployment creates human capital (wealth) (e.g.
going back to school)

Emergence of economic refugees

Technology outstrips policy and social distrust of
technology increases

Political
- Due to immigration experience, Canada forges a new

and unique position (niche market) in foreign affairs
with respect to developing countries with different
histories and political/economic histories

- Changing rule of law: May be an opportunity to avoid
disenfranchisement

- Large corporations involved in creation of
technologies start to set the public agenda in new
ways

o Organizations creating technologies know that
we do just in time policy; they can outstrip us



Technology undermines trust in larger social systems, 
with negative implications 

Google as global panoptic actor 

Rise of non-state actors to fill gaps not addressed by 
'world order' (e.g. IMF, World Bank) 
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Participant Feedback

Following the completion of the retreat, evaluation
forms were distributed to participants, who were invited
to provide comments and suggestions to organizers. This
section will offer some of the positive and negative aspects
of the retreat to improve similar initiatives in the future. Lastly,
some lessons learned will be highlighted.

Positive comments from participants:

- The retreat provided the opportunity to network and to
discuss horizontal policy issues with a wide range of
individuals.

Participants found discussions stimulating and
engaging, in part because the retreat invited
individuals with a variety of backgrounds, opinions,
expertises and interests.

o Participants were encouraged to "think outside
the box".

The graphic artist was an "unexpected delight" that
helped participants visualize their progress.

Participants enjoyed the quality of the speakers,
and that they too joined roundtables to facilitate and
encourage analysis.

In a rating system from 1(poor) to 5 (excellent), no
aspect of the retreat received average ratings below
3, with the majority receiving a rating of 4 to 4.5.
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Suggestions and constructive criticism: 

Some participants unfamiliar with medium-term 
thinking felt that the retreat's methodology could have 
been more clearly explained, perhaps before the event. 

Other commentators wished they had had more time 
to discuss with speakers and other roundtables. 

- One person remarked that "it felt like the process got 
in the way of the discussion's energy." 

A few individuals believed that more information 
could have been distributed before the retreat to help 
participants better prepare. 

Lessons Learned 

More training should be provided to table "captains" or 
facilitators so that they can become more familiar with 
the process and feel confident guiding discussion. 

Distribute more documents in advance, especially 
those regarding the retreat's methodology. 

Participants are familiar and comfortable with 
presenters and the subsequent Q&A format. The next 
event could either expand in length to allow more time 
for experts, or narrow the scope to focus on select 
themes. 
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, Conference Agenda

pay 1
8:00 am - 8:30 am

8:30 am - 8:45 am

8:45 am - 9:00 am

9:00 am - 9:30 am

9:30 am - 10:30 am

10:30 am - 10:45
am

10:45 am - 11:45
Pm

11:45 pm - 12:15
Pm

12:15 pm - 12:45
Pm

12:45 pm - 1:30 pm

1:30 pm - 2:30 pm

2:30 pm - 2:45 pm

2:45 pm - 3:45 pm

3:45 pm - 4:30 pm

4:30 pm - 4:45 pm

5:00 pm - 6:30 pm

Continental Breakfast and on-site registration

Welcome and Opening

Overview of retreat, introductions

Presentation: "Using a foresight process to inform medium-term
thinking and understand potential policy implications"
An approach to identify Departmental consequences of key
drivers and trends over the course of the conference is presented

Panel 1: "The Social Dimension" and "Culture and Religion"

Break

Table discussion on social dimension, and culture and religion
dimension
Breakout groups (tables of 8) engage in debrief of morning
panels; application of analytical tools introduced in the morning to
identify drivers

Lunch

Lunchtime address

Plenary report of the table discussions
Tables will present their identified drivers to wider group and
reasoning behind them

Panel 2: "The Political Dimension: Governance and Geopolitics"
and "The Economic Dimension"

Break

Table discussion on political dimension and economic dimension
Breakout groups engage in debrief of panels; application of
analytical tools to identify drivers

Plenary report of the table discussions
Tables will present their identified drivers to wider group and
reasoning behind them

Closing of Day I

Reception
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Da 2
8:00 am - 8:30 am

8:30 am - 8:45 am

8:45 am - 9:45am

9:45 am - 10:45 am

10:45 am - 11:00
am

11:00am-11:45
am

11:45 am - 12:30
Pm

12:30 pm - 1:00 pm

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

2:30 pm - 2:45pm

2:45 pm - 4:00 pm

4:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Continental Breakfast and late on-site registration

Welcome and Opening
Review of Day 1

Panel 3: "Environment and Ecology" and "Science and
Technology"

Table discussion on environment and ecology dimension and
science and technology dimension
Breakout groups (tables of 8) engage in debrief of morning
panels; application of analytical tools to identify drivers

Break

Plenary report of the table discussions
Tables will present their identified drivers to wider group and
reasoning behind them

Lunch

Lunchtime address

Integrating session: significance of these surprises for safety and
security
Breakout groups will review all drivers and `surprises' identified,
examining overlaps and their interaction with key Public Safety
activity area

Break

Report back to plenary and plenary discussion
Tables will present their assessment of surprises to plenary and
reasoning behind them

Conclusion and Closing Remarks
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A word of thanks 

To the many people that supported, assisted and brought 
this event together from the time it was just an idea we were 
floating around — to making it real. The event was a success 
beyond our expectations! 

Special thanks to Kristina Namiesniowski, Robert Mundie, 
Larisa Galadza, Jennifer Lee, Patrick Suter, Maxwell Charlton, 
Rodrigo Rosales-List, Drew Thompson, Sepideh Soltaninia, 
Ashley Manuel, Jean-Thomas Nicole, Melanie Connelly, Anna 
Chang, Tim Mowrey, Melissa Bernier, Peter Padbury, Alain 
Rabeau, Francine Albert, Helen Vaughan, Patrick Lennox, 
Matthew Hopkins, Tanisha Stratton, Claudia Zuccolo, Ala 
Ji, Serge Therriault, Shane Roberts, Marika Morris, Carolyn 
Tuohy, Lorne Dawnson, Steve Easton, Paul Evans, Cleo 
Paskal and Mihaela Ulierhu. 

Cheryl Wadasinghe 
Acting Director 
Strategic Policy and Research Division 
Strategic Policy Branch 
Public Safety Canada 
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